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Summary
Precisely controlled movements of ions into and out of cells and organelles are essential
for life. TRP channels are a large class of channels that are united by a common primary
structure and permeability to monovalent cations and calcium ions. They open and close
to regulate cation entry into the cell. TRP channels play a crucial role in all the senses
that allow humans to perceive the outside world. Because of the involvement of TRP
channels in many physiological processes, it might not be surprising that some of the
subfamilies are involved in human diseases. In this review we want to show the current
stage in drug development targeting TRP channels in pain, cancer and polycystic kidney
disease (PKD). In the management of pain, TRPV1 has become a viable drug target for
clinical use. Several synthetic antagonists of the TRPV1 channel are progressed into
clinical development focused primarily for use in the treatment of pain. In cancer, TRP
channels may serve as prognostic/diagnostic markers or as therapeutic target for
activation of the apoptotic pathway or delivering a toxic payload. The disturbance of the
interaction between TRPP1 and TRPP2 in PKD has led to the discovery of novel
potential therapeutic targets, although the majority of the drugs successfully tested so far
were not specifically designed to treat PKD. Last decade, the scientific world opened the
gate of TRP channels, but many years of research is required to pass through TRP
channels.
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Introduction
Precisely controlled movements of ions into and out of cells and organelles are essential
for life. In single cells, ion flows mediate crucial processes such as signaling, pH balance,
volume regulation, and the cell cycle. In higher organisms, ion flows affect and regulate
fertilization, immune responses, secretion, muscle contraction and all of the electrical
signals in nerves, muscles and synapses. Ions pass the membrane by going through
specific proteins, called channel proteins. Channel proteins can be divided into two
classes. The first class is the ion pumps, which transport ions thermodynamically uphill,
against the electrochemical potential gradient. 1
The second class is the ion channels, which transport ions downhill among the
electrochemical potential gradient. They are integral membrane proteins that form a pore
to allow the passage of specific ions across either plasma membranes or the membranes
of intracellular organelles. 2 Ion channels gate in response to specific stimuli, by
undergoing conformational changes from closed to open stages, and once open, they
allow the passage of thousands of ions. This is in contrast with pumps, which can also
transport ions but only one or a few at the time. 3 Many ion channels (such as most
sodium, potassium, calcium and some chloride channels) are gated by voltage. Others
(such as certain potassium and chloride channels, ryanodine receptors, inositol 1, 4, 5triphosphate (IP3) receptors and transient receptor potential (TRP) channels) are relatively
voltage-insensitive and are gated by second messengers and other intracellular and/or
extracellular mediators. 2

TRP channels
Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels were first described in Drosophila, where
photoreceptors carrying TRP gene mutations exhibited a transient voltage response to
continuous light. 4, 5 The TRP channels are a large class of channel subunits united by a
common primary structure and permeability to monovalent cations and calcium ions,
Ca2+. Most TRP channels are relatively nonselective to cations and act to shift the
membrane potential to around 0 mV, depolarizing cells from their resting membrane
potentials. 6 TRP channels contain six transmembrane segments S1-S6, an intracellular
N- and C- terminus, and the pore region loop between transmembrane segments S5 and
S6. Four TRP monomers are known to assemble into homotetramers or heterotetramers
to form cation channels. 7, 8, 9 (Fig:1) The cytoplasmic ends of the S6 segments form the
lower channel, which opens and closes to regulate cation entry into the channel. 10 TRP
channels are different from voltage-gated channels because the positively charged
residues in S4 of voltage-gated channels are replaced with uncharged amino acid residues
in TRP channels. 11, 12 All elements outside the S5-S6 region of a TRP channel provide
association or act as linkers to elements that control gating. 10 The highly conserved TRP
domain is positioned at the C- terminal site of S6 in most TRPs. 8, 13
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic image of six membrane-spanning segments (S1-S6) of a TRP protein. The pore
loop (P) is located between segment S5 and S6, and both the amino (N) and carboxy (C) terminus in the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane are depicted. (b) Four TRP monomers assemble into a functional cation
channel. 8

TRP channel proteins are conserved through evolution and are found in most organisms,
tissues and cell types. The TRP superfamily is classified into seven related subfamilies
based on sequence similarity: “classical” (canonical) TRP channels (TRPC), vanilloid
receptor related TRP channels (TRPV), melastatin related channels (TRPM), ankyrin
related channels (TRPA), polycystin related channels (TRPP), mucolipin related channels
(TRPML), and no mechanopotential related channels (TRPN). 12, 14 Except for TRPN, all
the subfamilies can be found in mammals. 12 The mammalian TRP channel family group
1 consist of TRPC, TRPV, TRPM and TRPA, which bear the strongest sequence
homology to the founding member of the superfamily, Drosophila TRP. TRPC are the
classical subfamily because those channels are most related to Drosophila TRP. The
other subfamilies are so named based on the original name of the initially described
member of each subfamily. The two subfamilies TRPP and TRPML comprise the group 2
TRPs, which are distantly related to the group 1 TRPs. The TRPP and TRPML channels
share sequence homology over the transmembrane segments but unlike group 1 TRPs,
they contain a large loop separating the first two transmembrane domains. 15 (Fig:2) The
ankyrin repeats in the N- terminus of TRPC, TRPV and TRPA are mainly involved in
mediating protein-protein interactions. 16, 17, 18 The coiled coil domains in TRPC, and in
other subfamilies (TRPM), are involved in the activation of the TRP channel and forming
of the tetramer. 19, 20

Figure 2: The TRP superfamily in mammals. (a) Single members from each of the four group 1 subfamilies.
(b) Single members from each of the two group 2 subfamilies. The following domains are indicated: A,
ankyrin repeats; cc, coiled coil domain; protein kinase domain; TRP domain. Also shown are
transmembrane segments and pore loop (P), allowing the passage of cations (+++). 15
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TRP channels in the human body
Aristotle defined in De Anima Book II for the first time five exteroceptive senses that
allow humans to perceive the outside world: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.
Balance is now generally considered to be a sixth exteroceptive sense. These senses can
be set apart from the so called interoceptive senses, which provide information from
within the body. Classifying senses based on the kind of stimulus that is measured, lead
to the distinction between photosensation, mechanosensation, chemosensation and
thermosensation.
Whereas
sight
(photosensation),
hearing
and
balance
(mechanosensation), and smell (chemosensation) easily fit in these four functional
categories. Taste can be primarily categorized under chemosensation, but has some clear
thermo- and even mechanosensitive aspects too. Touch involves a mixture of thermo- and
mechanosensation. All these senses are possible thanks to TRP channels. 21
TRP channels play a crucial role in photosensation, although they are not involved in the
mechanism of light perception in mammalian rods and cones. Apart from the rods and
cones, the mammalian eye contains another set of light sensitive cells, the so called
intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs). These cells are involved in
light dependent processes, such as pupil constriction and brightness detection, coupled to
circadian rhythms. The ipRGCs express melanopsin, a light sensitive g protein-coupled
receptor. 15, 21 When melanopsin and mammalian TRPC3 (member of the TRPC
subfamily) were transfected into the HEK293 cell line, these cells attained a light induced
current similar to ipRGCs. 22, 23 The exact contribution of particular TRP channels to the
light induced activation of ipRGCs has yet to be established. 21
An example of mechanosensation are the hair cells in the cochlea and vestibular organ
which translate mechanical information originating from sound waves or head movement,
respectively, into a neural signal that is transported to the central nervous system. 21 The
identification of the crucial role for TRPN1 (member of the TRPN subfamily) in
mechanosensation in flies and zebrafish encouraged speculation about a potential role of
TRP channels in mammalian hearing. 24 TRPA1 (member of the TRPA subfamily), the
closest mammalian homologue of TRPN1, was put forward on the basis of its specific
localization in the apical region of the inner hair cells and the reduction of transducer
after knockdown of TRPN1/TRPA1 expression in zebrafish and mouse hair cells. 21, 25
The molecular architecture of the TRPA1 N-terminus with its multiple ankyrin repeats
suggested that it could form the elastic gating spring found in hair cells. 15, 26 (see also
Fig:2) However, the auditory and vestibular behaviors and transduction in TRPA1
deficient mice are normal. 27, 28 Other potential TRP channels described in literature are
not proved in human, or have more probably indirect effects on mechanosensation. 14, 21
Chemosensation is mediated by a variety of anatomical structures and sensory systems
each being equipped with distinct types of receptor cells. Our perception of food
originates from activation of taste receptors on the tongue, olfactory receptor neurons in
the nose and trigeminal fibers in the mouth, throat and nose. 21 In taste receptor cells,
receptor proteins for bitter, sweet and umami activate phospholipase C, leading to the
production of inositol triphosphate and release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Current
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models propose that activation of TRPM5 (member of the TRPM subfamily) by Ca2+
released from intracellular stores leads to receptor cell depolarization and subsequent
release of ATP. Released ATP then stimulates afferent taste fibers, either directly or via
another type of taste cell. 21 TRPM5 null mice showed a reduced/complete loss of
response to sweet, bitter and umami stimuli. 29, 30 Recently evidence indicates that this
TRPM5 dependent mechanism for the detection of chemical molecules is also used by
the olfactory system. 31 TRPP3 (member of the TRPP subfamily) has been implicated in
sour taste. Elimination of the cells that express TRPP3 fully abolished sour taste response
in mice. 21 One study reported that heterologous co-expression of TRPP3 and a specific
other protein resulted in sour activated current responses, suggesting that together these
proteins may form a functional sour receptor. 32 Several compounds that we use to spice
up our food directly act on the trigeminal neurons. TRP channels which have been
identified as the key chemoreceptors in these neurons are: TRPV1 (member of the TRPV
subfamily), the receptor for “hot” compounds in different types of pepper; TRPM8
(member of the TRPM subfamily), the receptor for “cool” compounds such as menthol
and eucalyptol; and TRPA1, the receptor for pungent compounds, such as mustard oil
and cinnamon. 21
Animals sense temperature, either cold or hot, by the direct activation of temperature
sensitive members of the TRP channel families. Mammals can discriminate temperatures
ranging from extreme cold (about -10 °C) to extreme heat (about 60 °C). 33 Thermally
sensitive TRP channels are each tuned to a distinct temperature range and most are
expressed in cutaneous sensory neurons or other cell types in the skin. 34, 35 TRPV1-4 (all
members of the TRPV subfamily) are involved in heat transduction while TRPM8 and
TRPA1 are involved in cold transduction. For instance, TRPV1 expressing cells are
activated by a temperature above 42 °C. The heat gated TRPV2 channel is activated by
very high temperatures (above 52 °C). This property suggests a role for TRPV2 in the
transduction of painfully hot temperatures, although supporting evidence in vivo has yet
to emerge. 33, 36 Two other TRPV subfamily members, TRPV3 and TRPV4, can also be
activated by heat. TRPV4 exhibits an apparent threshold of about 27-34 °C, whereas that
of TRPV3 is about 32-39 °C. These traits, combined with their expression in skin, make
TRPV3 and TRPV4 candidate participants in the perception of warmth. 33 TRPM8 is
activated by either modest cooling from normal skin temperature (about 32 °C) to
temperatures below about 30 °C. TRPA1 can be activated by the cold at less than 18 °C.
Although, recent data show that cold sensation is little affected in TRPA deficient mice,
and that a substantial population of sensory neurons responding to cold stimuli does not
express either TRPM8 or TRPA1. 27, 28, 37 Another, as yet unidentified cold sensor is
therefore more important than TRPA1 in detecting extreme cold in vivo. 36
Because of the involvement of TRP channels in many physiological processes, it might
not be surprising that some of the subfamilies are involved in human diseases. Therefore,
affecting the function and treating dysfunction of TRP channels in processes and diseases
became new goals in the scientific world since past few years. In this review we want to
show the current stage in drug development based upon the function (in pain) and
dysfunction (in cancer and polycystic kidney disease) of TRP channels.
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TRP channels as target against pain
Pain results from the complex processing of neural signals at different levels of the
central nervous system (CNS). Primary sensory neurons are the interface of the nervous
system with the external and internal environments that exist outside and inside our
bodies. These neurons have a cell body located in the dorsal root ganglion, a peripheral
axon that innervates tissues and whose terminals react to sensory stimuli, and a central
axon that enters the spinal cord to transfer information to the CNS by synaptic
communication. A major function of the sensory apparatus is to detect potentially
damaging stimuli and thereby warn the body of the risk of injury. The first neural
mediator of this crucial alarm system is the nociceptor, a high threshold primary sensory
neuron that detects noxious stimuli. 38
The threshold that we sense the pain is tightly regulated. It must be high enough so that
most activities can be carried out largely pain free, but sensitive enough so that an alert
can be given immediately if an injury is impending. For example, a healthy tissue is not
painful, however, after an injury the inflammatory response in that tissue sensitizes
nociceptors so that their threshold for activation drops and their responsiveness increases,
and this contributes to pain hypersensitivity at an inflamed site. 38
The group of drugs that are used to relieve pain are called as analgesia. They show their
effect either by decreasing excitation or increasing inhibition in the nervous system. For
instance, opioids decrease neurotransmitter release presynaptically and hyperpolarize
neurons postsynaptically in the spinal cord, brainstem and cortex. 39 Sodium channel
blocking and potassium channel opening drugs reduce excitation throughout the nervous
system, whereas amine uptake inhibitors potentiate the actions of inhibitory transmitters
in the spinal cord, brainstem and cortex. 40, 41 Even though the traditional analgesia are
good painkillers, the main problem associated with central acting drugs is a higher risk of
adverse effects. 38
An alternative approach for developing novel analgesia is to target the very beginning of
the pain pathway and aim treatment at receptors and ion channels that transduce noxious
stimuli at the peripheral terminals of nociceptors into electrical activity. The nociceptors
are mainly expressed in neurons, thereby potentially reducing the side effects of drugs
that specifically act on them. The largest group of noxious stimulus detectors is the TRP
channel family. 38 Since the identification of TRPV1 as the molecular target for capsaicin,
the active ingredient of chili peppers, these channels have been subject to extensive study
by the pharmaceutical industry. 2 TRPV1 has become a viable drug target for clinical use
in the management of pain.
The therapeutic value of many TRPV1 agonists, like capsaicin and resiniferatoxin (Fig:3),
arises from their ability to reduce electrical activity of TRPV1 containing neurons.
Activation of TRPV1 by its agonists leads to membrane depolarization, which in turn
results in sodium and calcium channel activation. The associated rise in intracellular Ca2+
and associated calcium dependent processes end up in long term inhibition of TRPV1
channel activity. 44 Although pain is produced through the activation of the TRPV1
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channel by the agonists before the desensitization, the inactivation of TRPV1 channels
reduces sensitivity to noxious stimuli, which can be used with limited efficacy to reduce
pain. 38

Figure 3: Chemical structures of TRPV1 agonists: capsaicin (the pungent ingredient in chili peppers) and
resiniferatoxin (an ultrapotent capsaicin analogue isolated from the cactus-like plant Euphorbia resinifera
Berg). 42, 43

Another approach to relieve pain is to block several modes of TRPV1 activation by a
group of potential analgesia that are the TRPV1 antagonists. The different elements of an
antagonist are highly important for an optimal blocking of the TRPV1 activation. (Fig:4)
For example, the hydrogen bonding motif is present in most known TRPV1 antagonist
structures. Mono- or bicyclic-aryl and heteroaryl rings with a properly positioned
hydrogen bond acceptor in this part of the molecule improve both potency and drug like
properties. The lipophilic sidechain interacts with a hypothetical hydrophobic binding site
on TRPV1. In addition, proper placement of lipophilic substituents (often 4-CF3) is
crucial for optimal TRPV1 potency. The linkers serve as scaffolding for the proper
positioning/spacing of the three elements above, and, therefore, can take many forms,
such as direct bonds, single atom or double atom spacers or ring systems. 43

Figure 4: Key binding elements of TRPV1 antagonists. (HBA, hydrogen bond acceptor; X can be nitrogen
or carbon) 43
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Several synthetic antagonists of the TRPV1 channel are progressed into clinical
development by pharmaceutical companies, like GlaxoSmithKline, Amgen, Abbot, and
many others, focused primarily for use in the treatment of pain. (Fig:5) This number of
antagonists may be expected to increase in the near future on the basis of the progression
of compounds from preclinical development and early stage research. 45 However,
potential side effects of TRPV1 antagonists should be considered. For example, recent
studies with AMG 517 (Amgen) have demonstrated a long lasting hyperthermia, with
core body temperature rising to as much as 40 °C in patients undergoing a dental pain
clinical trial. 46

Figure 5: TRPV1 antagonists progressed into clinical development. TRPV1 antagonists are illustrated with
associated compound numbers. 45

TRP channels as target against cancer
Cancer is the second most common cause of death in western countries. 47 It is therefore
of fundamental importance to improve the treatment of patients with cancer. The process
involved in the transformation of normal cells to tumorigenic cells and tumor progression
are complex and only partly understood. This transition is caused by the accumulation of
mutations in certain key signaling proteins, along with the formation of those cells
capable of competing more aggressively in their local environment and, in the case of
metastatic cells, in the environments of other organs. 48 Some Ca2+ mediated signaling
pathways are also implicated in tumorigenesis and tumor progression, such as metastasis,
invasion and angiogenesis. 49
Ca2+ is highly regulated within cellular compartments to achieve the sensitive regulation
of cell signaling pathways that can precisely respond to many stimuli. Resting cytosolic
free Ca2+ is maintained at low levels compared with extracellular free Ca2+. Within the
cell itself there is a further Ca2+ concentration gradient between the cytosol and some
organelles, such as sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum. These organelles act as Ca2+
stores. Unlike the sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum, the mitochondria is not a large
store for Ca2+, however, it may fine tune the Ca2+ signal, and its uptake of Ca2+ might
activate mitochondrial enzymes. Ca2+ is often too simplistically viewed as a switch
whereby cytosolic free Ca2+ is increased by the opening of Ca2+ channels on the plasma
membrane or on the membranes of internal Ca2+ stores, acting as a trigger for Ca2+
dependent events. However, a tight control over Ca2+ homeostasis is paramount in order
to achieve precise control over multiple processes in the same cell, such as regulation of
the cell cycle, proliferation or apoptosis. The ability of Ca2+ signaling to regulate such
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pathways suggests that therapies that modulate Ca2+ signaling in cancer cells might be a
therapeutic option. Ca2+ channels with altered expression in cancer are obvious targets. 49
TRP channels contribute to changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentrations either by acting
as Ca2+ entry pathways in the plasma membrane or via changes in membrane polarization,
modulating the driving force for Ca2+ entry mediated by alternative pathways. In addition,
TRP channels are expressed on the membranes of internal Ca2+ stores, where they may
act as triggers for enhanced proliferation, aberrant differentiation, and impaired ability to
die, leading to the uncontrolled expansion and invasion characteristic of cancer. Most
altered Ca2+ expression in cancer involving TRP channels do not involve mutations in the
TRP gene, but rather increased or decreased expression levels of the wild type protein,
depending on the stage of the cancer. 48 The most clearly described changes are those
involving TRPV6 (member of the TRPV subfamily), TRPM1 (member of the TRPM
subfamily) and TRPM8. 47, 50 Increased mRNA levels of TRPV6 were found in patient
tissue samples from prostate, breast, ovarian, thyroid and colon cancer. 51, 52, 53, 54 TRPM1
is highly expressed in early stage melanomas, but its expression declines with increases
in the degree of aggressiveness of the melanoma. 50 Increased mRNA levels of TRPM8
were found in patient tissue samples from melanoma, prostate, breast and lung cancer. 55,
56, 57

There is no uniform TRP profile for expression changes during carcinogenesis.
Hormones, growth factors and alternative splicing isoforms regulate the TRP channel
transcription/translation, plasma membrane targeting and localization, as well as the
channel activity, resulting in modification of the Ca2+ amount entering the cell. 48 (Fig: 6)
For instance, TRPM8 expression is regulated by androgens and seems to play a key role
in the progression of prostate cancer, which is a hormone dependent cancer. In early
stages, prostate cancer progression depends on androgens for growth and survival, and at
this time, androgen ablation therapy may cause tumor regression. 58 Anti androgen
therapy greatly reduces the expression of TRPM8, confirming that it is regulation by
hormones. 48
The expression of TRPC6 (member of the TRPC subfamily), on the other hand, is
regulated by growth factors, which are required to build the vascular and oxygen supplies
necessary for tissue growth and survival. 59 The tumor microenvironment produces proangiogenic growth factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF). VEGF increases intracellular Ca2+ concentrations,
which modulate microvessel permeability via store independent TRPCs, and in particular
TRPC6. Similarly, PDGF mediates up-regulation of TRPC6 expression, and probably,
also its function. 48
Beyond the simple up- and down-regulation of the expression of a particular TRP
channel gene by hormones or growth factors, alternative splicing enables the same gene
to generate multiple mature mRNA types, resulting in multiple channel proteins. 60 Many
of these splice variants are not functional and may not even be efficiently translated.
Nevertheless, alternative splicing contributes in the regulation of the expression of
functional TRP proteins. This regulation may be achieved by producing nonfunctional
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isoforms of the gene by altering the domains necessary for TRP channel opening,
membrane localization, or association. Benign melanocytes express the full length
TRPM1 mRNA, along with some shorter products. Heterologous co-expression of the
full length and short TRPM1 isoforms results in retention of the full length channel in the
endoplasmic reticulum. 48

Figure 6: Scheme of the mechanisms through which TRP channels affect tumor growth and metastasis.
(growth factor; GF, hormone receptor; HR, GF receptor; GFR, PM; plasma membrane) 48

Apart from being targets for drug development, some TRP channels may also serve as
prognostic or diagnostic markers. TRPM1 has been suggested to be a tumor suppressor
and a decrease in TRPM1 expression appears to be a prognostic marker for metastasis in
patients with localized malignant melanoma. Similarly, up-regulated TRPM8 and TRPV6
expression in prostate cancer may constitute new diagnostic markers for that disease. 48
The association of increased or decreased expression of a given TRP channel with cancer
and the progression of cancer together with two aspects of the properties of TRP channels
have been used to try to develop strategies to kill cancer cells. One aspect uses Ca2+ (and
Na+) entry through TRP channels expressed in cancer cells which leads to sustained high
cytosolic Ca2+ and Na+ concentration, which kills the cells by apoptosis and necrosis.
This strategy requires the selective expression and activation of a given TRP channel in
the targeted cancer cells. New strategies for killing cancer cells by activation of the
apoptotic pathway are valuable, since for many cancer cells, including androgen
insensitive prostate cancer cells, the normal pathways of apoptosis are inhibited and the
cells are resistant to apoptosis. The other aspect makes use of the high expression of some
TRP channels in cancer cells to provide a target for delivering a toxic payload, like a
radioactive nuclide or toxic chemical, to the cancer cells. Recognition of the TRP channel
could be achieved through a tight binding agonist or an anti TRP antibody. 50
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TRP channels as target against polycystic kidney disease
Polycystic kidney disease (PKD), the most common genetic cause of chronic kidney
disease, is characterized by the accumulation of numerous fluid filled cysts in the renal
parenchyma. The cysts originate from the renal tubules and are lined by a single layer of
epithelial cells. Over time, the cysts progressively increase in size due to increased rates
of proliferation and active secretion of fluid by the epithelial cells. The enlarging cysts
compress surrounding normal nephrons resulting in a decline of renal function. 61 The
disease frequently progresses to end-stage renal disease. 8, 62 PKD can be inherited as an
autosomal recessive trait or an autosomal dominant trait. The autosomal recessive form
of PKD is caused by mutations in the PKHD1 gene, which encodes the protein
fibrocystin. 61 The autosomal recessive PKD will not be discussed further in this review
because there is no dysfunction of TRP channels involved in this disease. The autosomal
dominant form of PKD is caused by mutations in the PKD1 or PKD2 genes, which
encodes for the proteins TRPP1 and TRPP2 (members of the TRPP subfamily),
respectively. 61, 63 Although 85% of cases are due to PKD1 mutations, disease associated
with PKD1 or PKD2 mutations is clinically identical, suggesting that these two genes act
in the same molecular pathway. 64
Studies have focused on localization of the TRPP1/TRPP2 complex to primary cilia and
its role in mediating Ca2+ fluxes in response to mechanical stimuli. In contrast to the
nonselective cation channel TRPP2, TRPP1 is a large integral membrane protein that
structurally resembles a receptor or adhesion molecule. TRPP1 and TRPP2 form a
protein complex in cilia, which are microtubule based organelles that function as cellular
mechanosensors. Flow of fluid induces bending of the cilium on an epithelial cell. This
bending causes a formation of a TRPP1/TRPP2 plasma membrane channel, and therefore
an increase in intracellular Ca2+ levels, which regulates cell signaling pathways. 8, 61, 65
(Fig: 7) In vitro experiments with primary cilia from renal epithelial cells confirmed that
TRPP1 and TRPP2 interact physically and functionally to act as a mechanosensor. 66
TRPP2 homomeric channels are not mechanosensitive. 67 These data suggest that
malfunctioning of primary cilia, more specifically a disturbance in the interaction
between TRPP1 and TRPP2, is involved in PKD. 8

Figure 7: Fluid flow induces bending of the cilium on an epithelial cell, as indicated by the dashed line.
This bending causes TRPP1 and TRPP2 to form a complex at the plasma membrane, which allows influx
of Ca2+ ions. 8
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The influx of Ca2+ across the plasma membrane constitutes the initial response to
mechanical stimuli, and downstream signaling is mediated through intracellular Ca2+
release which regulates numerous molecular activities inside the cell that contribute to
tissue development. 66 In PKD, when TRPP1 or TRPP2 are inactivated, the formation and
growth of cysts is accompanied by increased proliferation and apoptosis of cyst lining
epithelia, loss of epithelia polarity and de-differentiation, dysregulation of cell/matrix
interactions and transformation of the absorptive epithelial phenotype to a secretory
phenotype. 68
The contribution of inactivated TRP channels followed by disturbed downstream
signaling to epidermal growth factor (EGF), transforming growth factor (TGF) alpha and
EGF receptor (EGFR) levels in the cell remains unclear. Nevertheless, EGF, TGF and
EGFR play important roles in promoting cystic epithelial proliferation. 68, 69 Cystic fluid
is derived from glomerular filtrate in the early stages of autosomal dominant PKD, when
cysts are still attached to the parent tubule. Cysts separated from the tubule of origin
continue to expand through a transepithelial chloride secretion mechanism mediated by
cAMP. In vitro models of cystogenesis demonstrated that expression of TRPP1 at cellcell junctions at controlled levels is critical for proper tubular differentiation. 70
Alterations in TRPP1 mediated adhesion may cause the abnormal epithelial cell
phenotype observed in autosomal dominant PKD cells, including de-differentiation and
loss of epithelial polarity. 68 Apoptosis is also essential for cystogenesis, altered
expression of pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic in mice results in renal cyst formation. 68,
71

Greater understanding of the molecular mechanism of cyst formation and growth has led
to the discovery of novel potential therapeutic targets. However, the majority, if not all,
of the drugs successfully tested in animal models so far were not specifically designed to
treat PKD but rather were originally developed for other indications. 68

Conclusion
Now we have seen the current stage of drug development based upon TRP channels in a
few diseases, we can conclude that there is a huge difference in development from
disease to disease. In the treatment of pain there are several potential analgesia, which
recently reached or in near future might reach the clinical phase. As far as we know from
the literature, there is no drug development based upon TRP channels for PKD at all. An
explanation for the reticence of drug development in PKD compared to pain might be the
difference in the basics of the problem. TRP channels in pain are functioning proper.
Potential analgesia increase activation to get desensitization or decrease/block the
activation of TRP channels to reduce pain. It is not optional to alter the activation of TRP
channels related to PKD because there is no functional TRP channel due to a disturbance
in the interaction between different TRP channels.
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Drug development based upon TRP channels in cancer is in between drug development
of pain and PKD. There are some optional targets for drugs against cancer, like Ca2+ and
Na+ entry through TRP channels which leads to sustained high cytosolic Ca2+ and Na+
concentration, which kills the cells by apoptosis and necrosis. But this strategy requires
the selective expression and activation of a given TRP channel in the targeted cancer cells,
because Ca2+ signaling is involved in many processes in the human body. Other
opportunities are to make use of the high expression of some TRP channels in cancer
cells to provide a target for delivering a toxic payload to the cancer cell and use TRP
channels as prognostic/diagnostic markers. A lot of wonderful optional targets based
upon TRP channels, but no drug yet.
It is magnificent to see how much research has been done on TRP channels during the
last decade. Nevertheless, the development of drugs targeting TRP channels is still in its
infancy at this moment. If we want to get full potential out of TRP channels in the future,
the scientific world must focus on the fundamental research involved TRP channels. In
my opinion, there must be many more opportunities to use TRP channels in the treatment
of diseases. But at this moment, we do not know enough about the TRP channels
involved mechanisms of action and the signaling pathways to work efficiently on drug
development based upon the function and dysfunction of TRP channels. Last decade, the
scientific world opened the gate of TRP channels, but many years of research is required
to pass through TRP channels.
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